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WELCOME !!!! 

Celebrations

THANK YOU! 



Questions from last time?

Thoughts? 



Review of Goal for Language Arts this year

The percent of students grades 1-3 making one year growth on the DIBELS end 
of year assessment will improve from 84% to 86%. 

Nebo Board Goal: Elementary reading 90% of Third Grade Students will read on 
grade level. 



Action Plan
This Year
*Quality Tier One Instruction
*Technicians hired for early intervention
*Training in the STEPS Program
*Registration Fees and subs will be paid for 
so that teachers can attend literacy 
conferences
*Students below level will receive additional 
support 
* Benchmark Students 3 times a year
* Teacher Collaboration at least weekly 
* Assessment Cycle- Subs Paid for 
* New Books- For example High Interest 
Low readability books

Next Year 
*Quality Tier One Instruction
*Technicians hired for early intervention
*Training in the STEPS Program
*Registration Fees and subs will be paid for 
so that teachers can attend literacy 
conferences
*Students below level will receive additional 
support 
* Benchmark Students 3 times a year
* Teacher Collaboration at least weekly 
* Assessment Cycle- Subs Paid for 
* New Books- For example High Interest 
Low readability books
* DIBELS Progress Monitoring anyone 
below reading level
* Stipend for teachers who are willing to 
train other teacher
* Focus Observations- Subs 
* Professional Development- Team 
leaders/ Language Arts 



Review Of Goal for Math 

The percent of students grades 3-6 making one year growth in Math on the SAGE 
end of year assessment will improve from 68% to 70%. 

Nebo Goal: 90% of students will meet or exceed math proficiency levels. 



Action Plan 
This Year 
* Teachers instruct using the Utah Core 
Standards
* Subs provided for Assessment Cycle 
* Professional Development provided for 
the staff on Math Instruction
* Technology to enhance math experience  
in the classroom
* Mathematical Materials purchased for 
hands on learning 
* Focused Observations 
* Math Conferences  

Next Year
* Teachers instruct using the Utah Core 
Standards
* Subs provided for Assessment Cycle 
* Professional Development provided for 
the staff on Math Instruction
* Technology to enhance math experience  
in the classroom
* Mathematical Materials purchased for 
hands on learning 
* Focused Observations 
* Math Conferences  
* Math Tutors 
* Stipend to Pay Teachers that are 
willing to train other teachers



Fine Arts Goal 

The number of integrated fine arts lessons,k-6, will maintain at, or increase from 
1200 by the end of the school year. 

Nebo Board Goal: 100% of Elementary schools will integrate art lessons with 
other core subject areas.  



Action Plan 

This Year 
* Teachers trained by the district arts 
specialists 
* 6th grade students opportunity to 
participate in Orchestra
*  Teachers integrating the fine arts into 
their curriculum maps during the GAINS 
training at the school
* Students will have the opportunity to 
participate in the enrichment programs
* Technicians will be hired to run fine arts 
programs such as music and art
* Materials will be purchased as needed  

Next Year 
* Teachers trained by the district arts 
specialists 
* 6th grade students opportunity to 
participate in Orchestra
*  Teachers integrating the fine arts into 
their curriculum maps during the GAINS 
training at the school
* Students will have the opportunity to 
participate in the enrichment programs
* Technicians will be hired to run fine arts 
programs such as music and art
* Materials will be purchased as needed 



Questions? 

Comments? 

Celebrations?

Concerns? 



Next Month Meeting

March 6, 2018 at 12:30 

We will Finalize the School’s Improvement Plan and start the 
School’s Safe Walking Route

Thank You!!!!  


